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Glossary
Abbreviation

Definition or description

2020/21 Disclosure of Prices

Wellington Electricity Lines Limited’s Disclosure of Prices

ACOT

Avoided cost of transmission – an amount payable to large
distributed generators within Wellington Electricity’s network in
recognition that these generators may cause WELL to avoid
Transpower charges.

Capacity

The maximum amount of energy that a part of the network is able
to carry at any point in time

Commerce Commission

New Zealand Commerce Commission (NZCC)

Consumer

A person, residential or business, that uses electricity or acquires
electricity lines services

Consumer Group

The category of consumer used by the EDB for the purpose of
setting prices

Controlled Load

An amount of electrical load which a consumer makes available to
the distributor’s load control system to turn off during periods of
network congestion or to assist in restoring supply

CPI

Consumer Price Index inflation

CPP

Customised Price-quality Path
A customised price-quality path is a path the Commission can set
to better suit the specific needs of a regulated business and those
of its consumers.

CPP Determination

Decision No [2018] NZCC 6, Wellington Electricity Lines Limited
Electricity

Distribution

Customised

Price-Quality

Path

Determination 2018
Delivery price

The total delivery price for both distribution and transmission
services (also known as lines charges).

Demand

Electricity use at a point in time

Distributed Generator

Any person who owns or operates equipment that is connected to
Wellington Electricity Lines Limited’s distribution network, including
through a consumer installation, which is capable of injecting
electricity into the network

DPP Determination 2015

Decision No. NZCC 33, Electricity Distribution Services Default
Price-Quality Path Determination 2015
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Abbreviation

Definition or description

EDB

Electricity Distribution Business

Electricity Authority

The Electricity Authority

EV

Electric Vehicle

GXP

A point of supply to Wellington Electricity Lines Limited’s
distribution network from Transpower’s national transmission grid

HV

High Voltage – equipment or supplies at voltages of 11kV, 22kV or
33kV

ID Determination 2012

Electricity Distribution Information Disclosure Determination 2012,
3 April 2018

ID Guidelines 2010

The Electricity Authority’s previous Pricing Principals were
provided in the “Distribution Pricing Principles and Information
Disclosure Guidelines”, February 2010. This has now been
superseded by “Distribution Pricing: Practice Note” August 2019

IM Determination 2012

Electricity Distribution Services Input Methodologies Determination
2012, 3 April 2018

LFC Regulations

Electricity (Low

Fixed

Charge Tariff

Option

for Domestic

Consumers) Regulation 2004
Lines Charges

Refer to Delivery price

LRMC

Long Run Marginal Costs

LV

Low Voltage – equipment or supply at a voltage of 220V single
phase or 415V three phase

Network

The electricity distribution network owned by Wellington Electricity
Lines Limited for the conveyance of electricity. Network assets
include substations, lines, poles, transformers, circuit breakers,
switchgear, cabling etc.

Point of Connection

A point at which a consumer’s fittings interconnect with the
Network as described by diagrams as used from time to time by
Wellington Electricity Lines Limited

Power Factor (PF)

A measure of the ratio of real power to total power of a load. The
relationship between real, reactive and total power is as follows:
PF = Real Power (kW) / Total Power (kVA)
Total Power (kVA = (kW 2 + kVAr2)0.5
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Abbreviation

Definition or description

Pricing Methodology

Wellington

Electricity

Lines

Limited’s

Pricing

Methodology

Disclosure Document
Pricing Principles

The Electricity Authority’s updated Distribution Pricing Principles
have been provided in “Distribution Pricing: Practice Note”, August
2019

RAB

Regulated Asset Base – is the regulated value of the distribution
assets that Wellington Electricity uses to provide line function
services

WELL

Wellington Electricity Lines Limited

Contact details
Email: we_CustomerService@welectricity.co.nz
Web: www.welectricity.co.nz
A copy of this Pricing Methodology and our Asset Management Plan can be downloaded from
www.welectricity.co.nz/disclosures
Any comments or suggestions regarding the Pricing Methodology can be made to:
Scott Scrimgeour
Commercial and Regulatory Manger
Wellington Electricity Lines Limited
sscrimgeour@welectricty.co.nz
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1 Introduction
Wellington Electricity Lines Limited (WELL) owns and operates the electricity distribution network in the
Wellington region. We manage the poles, wires and equipment that provide electricity to approximately
400,000 customers in the Wellington, Porirua, Lower Hutt and Upper Hutt areas.

We are investing

We provide

Our total network is

We have around

We own around

around $126m in

electricity to over

around 6,600 km in

4,000 substations

2,000 km of

infrastructure on

167,000 households

length with over

and 40,000 poles.

streetlight circuits

the Wellington

and to 400,000

4,100 km of it being

but none of the

network1

people

underground

streetlights

cables.

themselves.

WELL is currently delivering a Customised Price-Quality Path (CPP) for the three year period from 1 April
2018 to 31 March 2021. The CPP includes prices to operate the Wellington network and to deliver an
earthquake readiness programme.
We have a number of known earthquake fault lines in the region. In March 2018 we were granted $31.24
million of additional funding to improve our ability to respond after a major earthquake. Our earthquake
readiness programme Includes:

1

2

5

3

1

4

WELL’s customised price-quality path includes $126m in capital work programmes on the Wellington network.
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WELL recovers the cost of owning and operating the network through a combination of standard
(published) and non-standard prices for electricity lines services, and capital contributions for new
connections.
WELL is regulated by the Commerce Commission (“Commission”) and is required to publish its pricing
methodology for electricity lines services. WELL is also regulated by the Electricity Authority under the
Electricity Industry Act 2010. This document describes WELL’s pricing methodology and outlines how
costs are allocated to and recovered from the consumer groups connected to and received line function
services from the Wellington network for the pricing year commencing 1 April 2020.

2

Regulatory background

WELL is a supplier of electricity distribution lines services and is regulated by:

2.1



The Commission under Part 4 of the Commerce Act 1986 (Part 4); and



The Electricity Authority under the Electricity Industry Act 2010.

Commerce Act 1986 regulation

Under Part 4, the Commission regulates markets where competition is limited, including electricity
distribution services. Regulation for electricity distribution services includes regulation of price and quality
through a price-quality path to ensure incentives and pressures, similar to those in a workably
competitive market, are faced by distributors so that consumers will benefit in the long term.

2.2

Price-quality path determination

These prices are compliant with WELL’s regulatory CPP Determination for the 2020 Assessment Period,
i.e.: the year commencing 1 April 2020.
The CPP Determination regulates two components of WELL’s prices: the distribution price component
and the pass-through price component. The pass-through price component recovers costs that are
largely outside WELL’s control. These include council rates, levies, transmission costs and other
recoverable costs. The distribution price component recovers WELL’s costs of operating the distribution
network and associated lines function services.
At the commencement of each regulatory period, the Commission determines a quantum of allowable
revenue for WELL to ensure that the business recovers what the Commission determines as a sufficient
return on an efficient level of forecast operating and capital expenditure.

This is achieved by

computation of “building blocks”, whereby the Commission determines the revenue that equates to
recovery of operating expenditure, depreciation and an “industry benchmarked” rate of return on capital
employed. Once allowable revenue is determined for each year of the regulatory period, the present
value of the revenue is calculated; this present value is then “smoothed” over the regulatory period as
forecast net allowable revenue.
The CPP Determination sets WELL’s actual net allowable revenue from distribution prices for the year
beginning 1 April 2018 and allows distribution prices to increase by CPI in the following years of the
regulatory period. A mechanism at the end of each pricing year allows for any differences between
allowable revenue and actual revenue to be washed up in subsequent years with a time value of money
adjustment.
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Pass-through price components recover the actual pass-through and recoverable costs that WELL
incurs. A mechanism at the end of each pricing year allows for any differences between pass-through
and recoverable costs and pass-through price revenues to be washed up in subsequent years with a
time value of money adjustment.

2.3

ID Determination 2012

WELL is also subject to information disclosure regulation under Part 42. The purpose of this regulation is
to ensure that sufficient information is readily available to interested persons to assess whether the
purpose of Part 4 of the Act is being met. As a result, WELL must make disclosures under the ID
Determination 2012, including publicly disclosing its pricing methodology before the start of each
disclosure year commencing 1 April. The requirements of the ID Determination 2012 relating to pricing
methodologies are set out in Appendix A.
Additionally, the Electricity Authority’s ID Guidelines 2010 set out voluntary principles and guidelines for
information disclosure relating to EDBs pricing methodologies. An updated set of Pricing Principles are
provided in the final decision paper “More efficient distribution network pricing – principles and practice” 4
June 2019. We demonstrate WELL’s pricing methods are consistent with the pricing principles in
Appendix B.

2.4

Other regulatory requirements

Other regulatory requirements directly applicable to this pricing methodology are:


The LFC Regulations - these require EDBs to offer a pricing plan to domestic consumers that
use less than 8,000kWh per annum, which has a fixed daily price of no more than 15 cents per
day. Other variable charges must be set such that residential low users are no worse off than
residential standard users when consumption is at 8,000kWh per annum.



2.5

Schedule 6.4 of Part 6 of the Code sets out pricing principles for distributed generation.

Related pricing documents

In addition to this pricing methodology disclosure document, the following pricing related material
applicable for the 2020/21 year is available on WELL’s website:3

2.6



Disclosure of Prices;



Line Charge Notice;



Electricity Network Pricing Schedule;



Transmission Pass Through Methodology; and



Customer Contributions Policy4.

Future pricing – The Roadmap

As requested by the Electricity Authority, we publish our plans for introducing efficient future pricing
(“future pricing roadmap”) on our website. The purpose of the future pricing roadmap is to provide
stakeholders, such as consumers, retailers and regulators, with information about WELL’s plan for future
changes to pricing structures and/or prices, together with expected timeframes and progress updates.
The development of the future prices and the pricing roadmap takes into account:

2
3
4

Section 54F of the Commerce Act 1986
Available at: www.welectricity.co.nz/disclosures/pricing/2020
Available at: www.welectricity.co.nz/disclosures/customer-contributions/
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The risks (e.g., of congestion and cost of higher network capacity) and opportunities (e.g., to
reduce network investment pressures) of new and maturing technologies – these increase the
value of adopting prices that clearly signal congestion periods and costs of increasing network
capacity which encourages more efficient use of network;



The Electricity Authority’s work reviewing pricing principles and monitoring activities – this adds
impetus to our focus on pricing efficiency;



The recent Electricity Pricing Review considered pricing outcomes and frameworks – this
supports pricing efficiency, affordability, fairness and points to possible phasing out of low-fixed
user charges.

In 2018, WELL completed the first phase of the Pricing Roadmap by trialling cost reflective Electric
Vehicle (EV) prices and then introducing Time of Use (ToU) prices for EV and Household Battery System
consumers. In 2019, WELL expanded ToU prices to all residential customers. Progress on the Pricing
Roadmap includes:


WELL introduced ToU prices for Electric Vehicles (EV) in 2018 after trailing different pricing
methods. An important observation from the EV trial was that an effective pricing structure
balances cost reflectivity with practical considerations – whether end users can readily
understand and respond to price signals, whether retailers can readily implement prices within
their overall retail product and whether the structure allows for the consumer to take the price on
offer to encourage the network to make the investment that relieves the congestion. For these
reasons, we favour ToU pricing aligned with the emerging industry standard design for mass
market consumers;



Pilot of new technology that will allow the management of distributed energy resources (DERs)
to reduce congestion;



Finalised residential ToU pricing structures that will be offered from 1 April 2020.

The EV trial results can be found at www.welectricity.co.nz/disclosures/pricing/evtrial/.
Central to the Pricing Roadmap is ensuring that our prices are affordable and fair - WELL carefully
considers the impact that changes in prices might have on the end customer. This will be especially
relevant in the 2020 regulatory year as the Electricity Price Review changes are finalised and the
Electricity Authority’s updated Pricing Principles and Price Setting Methodology are introduced. These
changes have the potential to create price shocks if they are not managed.
WELL models the impact that proposed prices might have on the end consumer. For residential
customers, the analysis includes modelling the pricing impact on different economic deprivation groups,
with a focus on those in energy hardship. WELL also considers what support residential consumers may
need to understand and benefit from new prices.

3

Changes to WELL’s pricing structures

WELL is introducing residential ToU prices and is making a minor change to a service fee definition.

3.1

Residential ToU prices

WELL will be offering residential ToU prices from 1 April 2020 to retailers who can comply with the
eligibility criteria. WELL would like to thank retailers for providing feedback to the proposed pricing
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structure. WELL carefully considered all retailer submissions before finalising the residential ToU pricing
structure. Eleven retailers made submissions, providing 99% coverage of WELL’s connections.
Following retailer feedback, WELL will initially be offering residential ToU prices as an option. WELL will
consider whether to transition all residential customers to ToU prices in the future.
Our final residential ToU pricing structure reflects demand patterns and aligns with other network
distribution ToU structures. Aligning pricing structures with other networks will help minimise
implementation costs for retailers. Our final pricing structure is summarised in Figure 1Error! Reference
source not found..
Figure 1 - ToU price structure
Design
Parameter
Hourly Pattern

Industry

Approach

Comment

AM peak = 7 to 11

A shoulder period has not been included as

PM peak = 5 to 9

consumers changing their ‘discretionary’ load

No shoulder

are most likely to do this using timers on

Standard?
Y

appliances (e.g. EV charging, or dishwashers)
and are unlikely to discriminate between a peak
and shoulder. In addition, a daytime shoulder
will

over-signal

the

value of

midday PV

production.
Weekly Pattern

Seasonal Pattern

Y

Y

No peak periods on

Low-cost weekend concept is relatively simple

weekends

for consumers to understand and adjust to.

Consistent
year-round

signals

Seasonal pattern adds complexity (for supply
chain and consumers) and exacerbates winter
energy hardship for vulnerable consumers
facing budgeting challenges.

Figure 2 below illustrates the proposed ToU pricing structure.
Figure 2 - Proposed ToU pricing structure

Figure 3 illustrates the ToU structures being offered by different distribution networks and highlights
those offered structures which WELL’s proposed residual prices are aligned with. WELL’s ToU structure
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aligns with in six networks serving the majority of the New Zealand residential consumer market. It is also
consistent with our existing EV and battery pricing structures and with the structure the Electricity
Network Association are proposing to include in its ‘pricing menu’ 5.
Figure 3 - ToU structures aligned with WELL’s proposed residual prices6

Figure 4 compares the standard time periods against demand patterns on our network. The final
structure is a good match to Wellingtons demand patterns.
Figure 4 - Illustrating the peak pricing period’s alignment with peak demand
600
Peak

500

Mean

99th percentile

MW

400

300

200

100

0
1

5

9

13 17 21 25 29 33 37 41 45

Weekday

1

5

30 min periods

9

13 17 21 25 29 33 37 41 45

Weekend

ToU unit rates have been designed so that the pricing signals are consistent with WELL’s existing prices,
EV unit rates and its unit rates for ripple control. A common fixed charge has been used for all residential
5
6

The pricing menu will propose a set of standard pricing structures designed to align distribution prices .
The assessment against other network process was based on 1 April 2019 prices.
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consumers, with the exception of the low fixed charge restrictions which WELL will continue to apply in
accordance with the applicable rules, noting that the current low fixed user restrictions are expected to
change as a result of the Electricity Price Review recommendations.
ToU prices will not be applied to dedicated control prices as dedicated control prices are already low to
reflect that this tariff provides WELL with the ability to move the supply of energy during peak demand
periods (and avoids the higher costs that are incurred when energy is provided during congested
periods).
Residential ToU prices and the eligibility criteria are provided in the 2020/21 Network Pricing Schedule
along with all of WELL’s prices. The 2020/21 Network Pricing Schedule can be found at:
www.welectricity.co.nz/disclosures/pricing/2020.

3.2

Change to the service fee definitions

WELL has refined the service fee definitions provide in the Network Pricing Schedule to better align the
definitions to actual work practices:


The new connection fee has been amended to better reflect the costs incurred by the network
when installing new multiple streetlight connections on a single streetlight connections request.



The two or three phase connection fee definition has been amended to clarify that this fee may
be charged for upgrades or downgrades to and from two/three phase connections.



The site visit fee has been amended to include ‘check for safety’ requests from retailers and/or
consumers.

4

Objectives for setting prices

The objective of WELL’s pricing methodology is to develop electricity delivery prices that:


Are cost reflective – better signalling to consumers the impact of their usage on future
expenditure;

4.1



Are consumer and retailer centric, such that prices:



Are logical and simple to understand;



Allow consumers to manage their usage and bills;



Can be passed on transparently by retailers



Minimise revenue volatility and under-recovery;



Seek to reduce price shock to consumers;



Are forward looking, being robust to changes in technology and regulation;



Are practical and achievable to implement within the next 1-5 years; and



Are not inconsistent with pricing structures used by other EDBs.

Changes to price structures post 2019/20

WELL’s Future Pricing Roadmap summarises the changes WELL expects to make to its pricing in the
future. WELL implemented ToU pricing initially for EVB customers from 1 July 2018 and expanded it to
include all residential customers in 2019. WELL continues to investigate efficient pricing options and is
considering efficient prices for small commercial customers and prices for managing EV charging.
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In addition to providing price signals to consumers to shift consumption to periods outside of the peak
demand period, our future pricing changes are likely to ensure that consumers with solar pay their full
share of network capacity and demand costs, rather than being subsidised by consumers without solar.
WELL is now implementing the next step on the Pricing Roadmap. The 2020 Pricing Roadmap work
programme includes:


Considering the final recommendations of the Electricity Price Review and how to incorporate
those changes;



Considering the Electricity Authority’s updated Pricing Principles and new Pricing Setting
Methodology;



Offer optional residential ToU prices from 1 April 2020;



Considering whether to move all residential prices to ToU in the future;



Considering ToU prices for small commercial businesses;



Consider lower prices for managed distributed energy resources (DERs) such as EV or static
batteries, provided consumers meet with the relevant network standards. This is similar to our
existing practice of offering lower cost heating periods for managed hot water demand where
water heating is shifted away (managed) from peak congestion periods.



Considering the removal of the current EVB prices as there may be managed service and
residential ToU prices available that would provide similar price signals.

We plan to consult with consumer advocacy groups and retailers on any significant price changes, and
will provide further updates as our review progresses.

5

Consumer groups

This section sets out the rationale and criteria for our consumer groups.

5.1

Defining consumer groups

WELL has adopted the following consumer groups for pricing purposes:




Standard contracts:
o

Residential Low User (RLU);

o

Residential Standard User (RSU);

o

Residential Low User EV and Battery Storage (RLUEVB);

o

Residential Standard User EV and Battery Storage (RSUEVB);

o

Residential Low User Time of Use (RLUTOU);

o

Residential Standard User Time of Use (RSUTOU);

o

General Low Voltage Connection (GLV);

o

General Transformer Connection (GTX); and

o

Unmetered (G).

Non-standard contracts.

Consumers are grouped by voltage level connection, end use, and their utilisation of electricity assets.
As an example, the General Transformer Connection group does not make use of the low voltage (LV)
reticulation network, as it connects directly to the high voltage network via a dedicated transformer.
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Our Electricity Delivery Price Schedule7 sets out prices for the 2020/21 year for the Standard contract
consumer groups. Non-standard contract consumer groups are notified directly of their pricing.
The criteria used by WELL to allocate consumers to consumer groups is as follows:

5.1.1

Residential (including EVB and Time of Use)

The Residential consumer groups are consistent with the definition of “Domestic consumer” in the Low
Fixed Charge Regulations, where the primary use of the point of connection is a home not normally used
for any business activity. Consumers in these groups almost exclusively are connected to the LV
Network, place similar capacity demands on the network, and can use night boost8 and controlled9 tariffs,
provided they have the required metering, dedicated interruptible load and meet other eligibility criteria.
WELL has six residential price category options available, being:


Residential Low User (RLU)



Residential Standard User (RSU)



Residential Low User Electric Vehicle and Battery Storage (RLUEVB);



Residential Standard User Electric Vehicle and Battery Storage (RSUEVB);



Residential Low User Time of Use (RLUTOU);



Residential Standard User Time of Use (RSUTOU).

A low user is a residential consumer who consumes less than 8,000 kWh per year and who is on a low
fixed charge retail pricing plan. The Low Fixed Charge Regulations require electricity distribution
businesses (EDB’s) to offer a pricing plan to domestic low users with a fixed price of no more than 15
cents per day.
A standard user is a residential consumer who consumes more than 8,000 kWh per year.
Time of Use prices are optional plans and provide customers with the opportunity to save money by
changing when they use energy to less congested period of the day. To be eligible for Time of Use, a
customer must be a residential customer as defined in WELL’s Pricing Methodology Disclosure. A
customer must also have an advanced meter with reliable communication (AMI meters that provide
usage in half an hour increments). This is required to allow different prices to be applied to different times
of the day.
See the Network Pricing Schedule for details around Time of Use eligibility.
Previously, Time of Use was only available to registered Electric Vehicles (EV) which met capacity
specifications and households with a smart meter. The new Time of Use category does not have the
same restrictions and will enable a wider range of customers to save money if they change move their
energy use to off peak periods of the day10. Managing congestion on the Wellington network supports the
electrification of New Zealand’s vehicle fleet and industrial processes – essential steps to achieving New
Zealand’s zero carbon targets.

7

Available at: www.welectricity.co.nz/disclosures/pricing/2020

8

Night boost is a separately metered supply to permanently wired appliances, such as night store heaters, which are switched on and off at
specific times. Night boost supply will be switched on during the night period (11pm to 7am) and for a minimum two hour boost period during
the day (generally between 1pm to 3pm). Customers on EVB plans are not eligible for night boost pricing.
9

A controlled supply is a supply that allows WELL to control energy supply to permanently wired appliances, such as hot water cylinders. The
load control associated with a controlled supply is not operated based on specific daily times
10

This assumes that a consumer uses a retailer that offers Time of Use prices.
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WELL will continue to offer EVB pricing categories at 2019 price levels. EVB prices have not been
decreased with other price categories to reflect that they are already discounted. When EV prices were
introduced in 2016, the unit rates were set lower than would normally be available to customers with
Uncontrolled or All-inclusive metering configurations. The lower rate was intended to help support the
introduction of what was at the time was a relatively new technology by partially offsetting the high
purchase price of EVs.
Only private owners of Electric Vehicles (EV) with a battery capacity of 12kWh and above and/or
household battery systems of 4kWh capacity and above, who also have a smart meter, are eligible for
the EV and battery price plans RLUEVB and RSUEVB. For electric vehicle eligibility, only private PHEV
and private registered EVs qualify for this plan. Scooters or bikes do not qualify. RLUEVB and RSUEVB
are optional plans and customers can choose to remain on the existing RLU and RSU price categories.
WELL is trialling new technology to allow the charging of EV’s to be managed when the network is
congested and will consider new prices for this service in the future for customers with EV’s.

5.1.2

General Low Voltage Connection

The General Low Voltage Connection group is connected to the LV network with a connection capacity
of up to 1500kVA, where the premises are a non-residential site used for business activity (e.g. a shop or
a farm).

5.1.3

General Transformer Connection

The General Transformer Connection group includes consumers who receive supply from a transformer,
owned by WELL and dedicated to supplying a single consumer, where the premises is a non-residential
site used for business activity.

5.1.4

Voltage and asset distinctions

The following figure depicts the relationship between consumer groups, load and asset utilisation
characteristics.
Figure 5 - Consumer group and load characteristics
Connection Asset

Unmetered

Residential

General Low

General

Voltage

Transformer





>15kVA & <=69kVA





>69kVA & <=138kVA





>138kVA & <=300kVA





>300kVA & <=1500kVA





Characteristics

<1kVA
<=15kVA

>1500kVA

Non-Standard
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Connection Asset

Unmetered

Residential

Characteristics

General Low

General

Voltage

Transformer

Low voltage









Transformer















High voltage
Dedicated assets

5.1.5

Non-Standard



11



12



13

Distributed generation

WELL also has a distributed generation (DG) price. While not classified specifically as a consumer group
in the Delivery Price Schedule, we have created a zero charge against each plan. The primary reason for
these charges is to record the volume of generation on the network for market reconciliation purposes.
This information is also used to monitor uptake of DG connections on the network to assess their impact
on network infrastructure and operations.

5.1.6

Non-standard contracts

The non-standard contracts group is made up of consumers who have atypical connection
characteristics. For non-standard consumers, a confidential agreement exists between WELL and the
individual consumer which sets out the terms and conditions for the supply of the electricity lines services
including the price.
In accordance with its Customer Contributions Policy14, WELL uses the following criteria to determine if a
non-standard contract is appropriate:


The consumer represents an unusual credit risk; or



The consumer wants to reserve future network capacity; or



There are unusual asset ownership or demarcation issues; or



The consumer and/or WELL wishes to contract for additional services not covered in standard
contracts; or



The site to be connected has unusual locational or security issues; or



Any other unusual circumstances that WELL, at its discretion, considers to warrant the use of a
non-standard rather than standard contract.

5.1.7

Unmetered

The Unmetered consumer group includes consumers who do not have any metering because the cost of
metering is prohibitive relative to their consumption. This includes streetlights, bus shelters, traffic lights
etc.

11
12
13
14

Streetlight circuits
Transformers
Dedicated network assets
Available at: www.welectricity.co.nz/disclosures/customer-contributions/
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6

Target revenue

The target revenue for the 2020/21 pricing year is $146.2 million, reflecting the revenue WELL expects to
earn from the provision of electricity lines services, based on prices that will apply for the period. Target
revenue is determined in accordance with the input methodologies defined by the Commerce
Commission. These methodologies outline the amount which WELL can collect through prices to cover
costs and to provide the allowable return on investment.
The figure below outlines key components of WELL’s costs and the return on capital for the 2020/21
pricing year. Costs are based on expected actual costs for pricing year. In recent years, WELL has overrecovered on pass-through and recoverable costs due to higher than expected volumes and differences
between WELL’s actual and forecast pass-through and recoverable costs. WELL’s forecast pass-through
balance is expected to reduce over the 2020/21 regulatory year by $3.6m in accordance with the
requirements in the CPP determination.
Note, the opex, depreciation and return on capital are the components of the distribution allowance
provided in the CPP determination. The total amount of the allowance has been updated from that
provided in the CPP Determination by the Commission to reflect a new WACC that applies from 1 April
2020. The Commission have provided a draft value for the updated allowance, pending receipt of a
formal price path reconsideration decision from the Commission.
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Figure 6 – Key cost components to fund the provision of electricity line services15
Components

2020/21
($m)

Opex

33.3

Depreciation16

35.7

Return on capital17

22.7

Transpower charges

53.8
1.6

Avoided Costs of Transmission (ACOT)

(4.6)

Other recoverable costs

3.8

Pass-through costs

146.2

Target revenue

6.1

Cost components

WELL uses the Input Methodologies18 to determine total the target revenue in each disclosure year. The
following figure describes the cost components of target revenue.
Figure 7 – Key cost components to cover provision of electricity line services
Cost component
Opex

Description

Opex includes forecast costs associated with operating and maintaining the network and
managing day to day business activities.

Depreciation

Reduction in the value of WELL’s asset base over time, due in particular to wear and
tear.

Return on capital

A pre-tax return on WELL’s regulatory asset base.

Transpower charges

Charges payable to the national electricity grid operator, Transpower, to transport energy
from generators to WELL’s network. This includes connection charges, interconnection
charges and new investment agreement charges. WELL passes these charges onto its
consumers at cost.

ACOT

ACOT payments are payable to large distributed generators in recognition that local
generation may cause WELL to avoid Transpower charges. See section 8 for further

15
16
17
18

Sourced from WELL’s forecasts and notifications.
Regulatory depreciation
Including tax, revaluations and other income
IM Determination 2012
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Cost component

Description
detail on how ACOT is calculated.

Other recoverable costs

Other recoverable costs include the recovery of capex wash up adjustments, incentives
and pass-through balances, as allowed under the CPP.

Pass-through costs

This includes Local Council rates, Commerce Commission levies, Electricity Authority
levies and Utilities Disputes Limited levies. WELL passes on these charges to
consumers at cost.

7

Cost allocation

WELL has a Cost of Supply Model (COSM), which is used to allocate distribution costs between different
consumer groups.
Transmission costs have historically been reflected in prices based on the relative demand of each
consumer group.
We have undertaken stand-alone and incremental cost analysis to check that prices are free from
economic cross-subsidy19 (as discussed in Appendix B).
WELL notes that the Electricity Authority have recommended a new approach towards allocating costs in
its “Distribution Pricing: Practice Note”, August 2019. WELL also notes that the Electricity Price review
recommendations may also impact a distribution networks cost allocations. WELL will consider the
revised Electricity Authority cost allocation approach in the upcoming regulatory year, once the
recommendations of the Electricity Price review have been finalised. Considering the changes together
will help avoid multiple pricing changes and allow better management of potential price shocks. WELL
will continue to use its current COSM approach until then.

7.1

COSM summary

The COSM allocates the various expenditure components of WELL’s target revenue to consumer groups
and pricing categories.

19

Except where subsidies arise from compliance with other regulations such as the LFC.
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Figure 8 - COSM model

Revenue from non-standard consumers is initially removed from target revenue, as these consumers are
typically priced based on recovery of actual costs. Allocators and other inputs are also adjusted to
remove non-standard consumers.
The remaining cost components of target revenue are allocated to consumer groups as follows:


Costs are directly attributed to consumer groups where known (e.g. streetlight maintenance).



Any remaining shared costs are allocated as set out in the following figure.
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Figure 9 – Key cost components to cover provision of electricity line services
Consumer group cost allocator
Demand

RAB

Cost components

Coincident maximum demand is calculated based on an average of WELL’s highest
half-hourly peaks which generally aligns to Transpower’s RCPD peaks. Actual TOU
meter records are used where available. For groups with limited meter data, analysis
of feeder demand and sampling of consumers with TOU meters is undertaken.



Transpower charges



ACOT

A composite RAB allocator is created by allocating regulatory asset base values to
consumer groups as follows:



ROI



Network Depreciation



Revaluations



Tax



Opex (Routine and asset
replacement)

 Connection assets: by ICPs
 Streetlight assets: directly attributed to streetlights
 LV network assets are allocated to non-metered, residential, LV and
streetlights by proportion of their demand

Rationale
This recognises that Transpower charges and ACOT
payments are based on providing supply capacity,
determined by the capacity of the GXP and core grid assets.

RAB costs are allocated to consumer groups based on that
consumer group’s utilisation (share of demand) of the
network assets.

 All other assets: demand
This seeks to directly attribute asset costs to consumers where possible
ICPs

Consumer connections



Opex (service
interruptions,
emergencies, vegetation
management)

A general allocator that recognises that all consumers benefit
from expenditure to prevent and respond to interruptions to
supply.

kWh

kWh consumption



Opex (System operations
and network support)



Non-network depreciation

A general allocator to recognise that consumers benefit from
operation of the network in proportion to their use of the
network.



Opex (Business Support)



Pass-through costs

ICPs:kWh

A 50:50 weighting of ICPs and kWhs

This weighting recognises that larger consumers create
relatively higher costs per connection, and that levies are
incurred in proportion to ICPs and kWhs.
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The resulting allocators are applied as follows to each consumer group:
Figure 10 - COSM allocators by consumer group
Consumer group

Demand

RAB

ICPs

kWh

(%)

(%)

(%)

(%)

Weighted
ICPs & kWh
(%)

Residential

63.5

65.1

84.7

46.4

65.5

General Low Voltage

23.8

23.3

9.0

28.1

18.5

General Transformer

11.7

9.1

0.2

24.4

12.3

Non-metered

0.2

0.2

0.3

0.2

0.3

Streetlights

0.8

2.3

5.8

0.9

3.4

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

Total

The key COSM outputs at the consumer group level are detailed below, showing the cost of supply
for each consumer group as a proportion of costs.

Figure 11 - COSM allocations of costs to consumer groups
% of target revenue (1 April 2020 to 31 March 2021)
Consumer group

Transmission

Distribution

Total

Residential

63.5

64.3

64.1

General Low Voltage

23.8

22.2

22.7

General Transformer

11.7

10.1

10.7

Non-metered

0.2

0.2

0.2

Streetlights

0.8

3.2

2.3

100.0

100.0

100.0

Total

7.2

Application to prices

WELL intends to continue to move towards aligning distribution prices to the distribution
component of the cost of supply. WELL will consider alignment of transmission prices to the
transmission component of the cost of supply in the future.
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The focus of our COSM analysis for the majority of consumer groups is on the proportion of target
revenue to recover from each consumer group, rather than the dollar amount to recover. This
reflects the inherent volatility in some allocator metrics (e.g. demand) and costs (e.g.
maintenance). We have also not sought to apply the COSM at the price level as there is significant
complexity in doing so. The chance of volatility and/or misspecification in the COSM outputs also
rises at this level.
The following table shows the extent of alignment between distribution prices and the distribution
cost of supply for the regulatory year 1 April 2020 to 31 March 2021. The difference represents the
under/(over) recovery of costs. WELL intends to continue to progressively move to align current
prices to the cost of supply to mitigate the risk of price shocks occurring.
Figure 12 – Revenue from prices relative to cost of supply (excl. non-standard)
% of target revenue (1 April 2020 To 31 March 2021)

Consumer group

Implied COSM allocation

2020/21 pricing (applied)

Difference

Residential

64.3

65.3

-1.0

General Low Voltage

22.2

20.4

1.8

General Transformer

10.1

11.6

-1.5

Non-metered

0.2

0.4

-0.2

Streetlights

3.2

2.3

0.9

100.00

100.00

0.00

Total

8

Impact of 2020/21 price changes

Prices for all consumers are set in accordance with the input methodologies defined by the
Commerce Commission in relation to the CPP Determination. These allow WELL to recover a net
allowable revenue for the 1 April 2020 to 31 March 2021 assessment period of $91.7 m. They also
define how pass-through and recoverable costs are treated.
Note, the net allowable revenue that applies from 1 April 2020 has been adjusted from that
presented in the CPP Determination by the Commission to reflect a new WACC that applies from 1
April 2020. The Commission have provided a draft value for the updated allowance, pending
receipt of a formal price path reconsideration decision from the Commission. The net allowable
revenue of $91.7m has reduced from an allowance of $109.5 originally provided in the CPP
Determination.
2020/21 prices are based on 2019/20 prices adjusted for the impact of changes in:
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Weighted average cost of capital (WACC)20



The consumer price index (CPI)21;



Transpower transmission costs22;



Pass-through costs;



Other recoverable costs23; and



Cost of supply allocations.

Prices for residential consumers are also adjusted to comply with the LFC Regulations.

8.1

Changes to standard prices

The following adjustments have been made to prices.

8.1.1

Consumer price index (CPI) adjustment

The distribution component of prices has increased in line with CPI inflation of 2.00%. CPI is
calculated in line with the CPP Determination 2018.

8.1.2

Reduction in return on capital (due to a reduction in WACC)

A new WACC applies for distribution allowances from 1 April 2020. Distribution allowances
provided in the CPP Determination have been recalculated using the new WACC. Allowances
have reduced from $109.5m to $91.7m.

8.1.3

Transpower transmission charges

Transpower Electricity Lines Service charges have decreased by 14% and Transpower New
Investment charge has reduced by 5% from the previous year. The decreases reflect a lower
WACC. WELL passes these charges on to consumers at cost.

8.1.4

ACOT

WELL pays Avoided Cost of Transmission (ACOT) charges to large distributed generators within
WELL’s network in recognition that these generators may cause WELL to avoid Transpower
charges. These distributed generators reduce WELL’s reliance on Transpower’s transmission grid
at peak times as peak demand is partly served through these distributed generators. WELL
recognises these Transpower savings by paying an ACOT payment to the local distributed
generator and WELL in turn pass these charges on to consumers at cost.
ACOT charges can fluctuate significantly depending on how much the distributed generation
contributes to reducing coincident demand on the network in line with the lower North Island
transmission peaks.

8.1.5

Pass-through costs

Pass-through costs have decreased by 2.9% from last year. Pass-through costs comprise of
council rates and industry levies. Pass-through costs are charged on to consumers at cost.

20

As defined by Cost of capital determination for electricity distribution businesses’ 2020-2025 default price-quality paths and
Transpower New Zealand Limited’s 2020-2025 individual price-quality path
21
22
23

As defined in the CPP Determination 2018
As defined in the CPP Determination 2018
As defined in the CPP Determination 2018
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8.1.6

Other recoverable costs

Other recoverable costs include capex and opex wash-ups and quality incentives as well as
movements in the pass-through balance. The pass-through balance is the cumulative difference
between the revenue from transmission and pass-through prices and the sum of transmission,
pass-through and other recoverable costs. There has been a significant movement in the opex
wash-up due to WELL moving off the DPP and onto a CPP. These adjustments are made in line
with the IM Determination. The wash-ups, incentives and pass-through balance are provided for in
the CPP Determination 2018.

8.1.7

Balance between fixed and variable prices for users

Residential standard users have a higher fixed daily price to reflect the increased capacity used by
these consumers. As at 1 April 2020, the fixed daily price for residential standard users is $0.94
per day, a 14.6% reduction from last year. Whilst these consumers will have a higher fixed daily
price, they will generally have lower variable prices ($/kWh) than residential low users.

8.1.8

Summary of adjustments

The total weighted average change in overall delivery charges for the 1 April 2020 to 31 March
2021 regulatory year compared to the previous year is shown below.

Figure 13 – Change in delivery charge
Price change element

Contribution to total average change in
delivery charges

Consumer price index (CPI)

1.1%

Reduction in return on capital (due to a reduction in WACC)

-10.5%

Transpower transmission charges

-5.2%

ACOT charges

-0.1%

Pass-through costs (rates, levies, etc)

-0.1%

Other recoverable costs (incl. wash-ups, incentives and pass-

1.1%

through balance movement)
Volume changes
Total weighted average price change

0.3%
-13.4%

Our delivery charges represent around 30-40% of the total electricity bill paid by consumers.
However, consumers should be aware that energy retailers will package up our prices into their
own retail offerings and the actual impact on consumer electricity bills will vary according to price
plans, consumption and the extent to which energy retailers pass through WELL’s network prices.
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Consumers should check with their energy retailer if they wish to further understand the actual
impact on their total electricity bill.

8.2

Non-standard contracts

For consumers on non-standard contracts WELL changed the distribution price component from 1
April 2020 in accordance with the conditions of the non-standard contracts. Total delivery charges
are the sum of the distribution and transmission prices.
For non-standard contracts established prior to the transfer of ownership of the network in 2009,
WELL continued previously agreed connection policies and prices (reviewed annually). For nonstandard contracts established under WELL’s ownership, WELL has applied the methodology in
accordance with WELL’s Customer Contributions Policy.24
The following figure shows the number of contracts and connections covered under non-standard
agreements.
Figure 14 – Non-standard contract statistics25
Non-standard contract statistics

Total

Number of non-standard contracts

6

Number of ICPs

14

Target revenue

$1.9m

8.3 Obligations and responsibilities to consumers on non-standard
contracts
All of WELL’s non-standard contracts contain the same commitments to supply security or
restoration priority as WELL’s standard Use of Network Agreement, with some special conditions:


One non-standard contract commits WELL to contract specific communications protocols
in the event of supply disruption;



None of WELL’s non-standard pricing is affected by supply disruptions; and



WELL has one non-standard contract where certain types of supply disruptions impose
financial obligations on WELL.

As noted above, where WELL’s non-standard contracts were established prior to 2009, WELL will
honour the previously agreed connection policy and price.

24
25

Available at: www.welectricity.co.nz/disclosures/customer-contributions/
Target Revenue includes transmission and pass through cost recovery
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Distributed generation

8.4

Distributed generators may be on either standard or non-standard contracts depending on the
circumstances.
A $0.00/kWh-injection price applies for standard DG connections. This is done so that billing
information can be recorded for these connections for monitoring purposes.
For further information on connection of distributed generation refer to our website:
www.welectricity.co.nz/getting-connected/generating-your-own-electricity/
WELL may also pay a distributed generator that injects into its network an ACOT payment if the
distributed generator:


Has an injection capacity of 200kVA or greater; and



Is deemed by WELL to be supporting its network during the 100 Transmission peaks on a
pro-rata basis.

The benefit to WELL’s network which arises as a result of distributed generators supplying into its
network is approximated by the direct avoidance of Transpower interconnection transmission
charges (interconnection charges) during peak demand periods. In determining the magnitude of
any ACOT payment to a distributed generator, WELL considers that:


The distributed generator must generate in a way that reduces interconnection charges
incurred by WELL in accordance with the applicable Transmission Pricing Methodology
(TPM);



WELL and its consumers should be no worse off than had the distributed generation
investment not occurred; and



No potential long term transmission connection or interconnection benefits are payable to
the distributed generator26

The distributed generator must invoice WELL on a monthly basis from 1 April following submission
of the data.
The Electricity Authority is currently reviewing the Distributed Generation Pricing Principles
(DGPP). One of the main items of the review is to determine if distributed generators who do not
efficiently reduce the cost of transmission should be paid ACOT.
WELL calculates the ACOT payment based on Transpower’s current TPM approved by the
Electricity Authority. WELL will amend the calculation of the ACOT payment if Transpower’s TPM
is amended or where the DGPP are amended.
Based on Transpower’s current TPM the calculation of the gross ACOT payment to a distributed
generator will be determined as follows:
RCPDG * IRCF – (RCPDWELL*( IRA – IRCF-)) * (1 – Admin)

26

Any potential long term benefits of avoided transmission cannot be ascertained by Wellington Electricity nor ascribed to individual
distributed generators. Any potential benefits should be negotiated with Transpower directly by the Generator.
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Where:

Average of the generation (kW) injected by the distributed generator
coincident with the 100 Lower North Island Peaks for the measurement

RCPDG

period relating to each 12 month period commencing 1 April.

IRA

The interconnection rate published by Transpower for the relevant 12
month period commencing 1 April.

IRCF

The counterfactual interconnection rate (IRCF) is calculated as:
=IC Revenue / ( RCPDTP + RCPDG)

RCPDWELL

The average of the sum of demand across all Wellington Electricity
GXPs coincident with the 100 Lower North Island Peaks for the relevant
12 month period commencing 1 April.

RCPDTP

Sum of the average of the RCPD for each consumer at a connection
location for all consumers at all connection locations for all regions
(excluding RCPDWELL) for the relevant 12 month period commencing 1
April.

Admin

A percentage recovery of the benefits attributable to the Generator
reflecting the incremental costs incurred by WELL. This percentage is
determined on a case by case basis.

8.5

Service charges

A service charge relates to work performed for a consumer by WELL’s approved contractors.
These charges are set to recover incremental costs which include external contractor rates and an
administration fee to recover WELL’s processing costs (e.g. updating network records and registry
information etc.). The figure below sets out the charges applicable for the 2020/21 year. Prices
have been calculated by applying 2% inflation uplift to last year’s prices.
Figure 15 – Service charges

Description

Unit

Charge

Charge

Effective

Effective

1 April 2019

1 April 2020

New connection fee – single phase connection

per connection

$167

$170

New connection fee – two or three phase connection

per connection

$416

$424

Site visit fee

per site visit

$167

$170

Permanent disconnection fee

per disconnection

$312

$318

General administration fee - to cover costs such as

per hour
$127

$130

late,

incorrect

or incomplete consumption data,

administering Embedded Networks, etc
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WELL’s Network Pricing Schedule27 provides further descriptions of these charges. As outlined in
section 3.2, WELL has also refined the definitions of the service fees.

8.6

Consumer views on pricing

Since November 2017 WELL has been regularly surveying consumers recently impacted by
outages to better understand consumers’ expectations of price and quality. As at December 2019,
2,894 consumers had provided responses to those questions with the results to date displayed in
Figure 16 below under the ‘Mthly’ columns.
WELL also conducted a similar survey of randomly selected consumers in 2018, to act as a control
group and to determine whether frequency of outage experience had any impact on the survey
results. In 2020, the survey will be made available to all customers on the Wellington Network, via
our website’s consultation pages.
For question 1 the results differ between the two survey groups for the ‘No’ and ‘Maybe’ responses
but still consistent in indicating that consumers are comfortable with the current price/quality
balance.
The results for question 2 are more consistent between the two groups and in combination with Q1
suggest that consumers are broadly satisfied with their current level of reliability and the price of
delivering that service.
Though the results for the ‘Yes’ response in question 3 differ significantly between the two sample
groups, the ‘No’ responses are still small enough to indicate consumer support for our investment
in earthquake readiness.
We do not believe that the survey results provide any compelling reasons to adjust our approach to
calculating base prices from prior years.
Figure 16– Monthly cost/quality trade-off survey questions
Yes
No.

Question

Mthly

No

2018

Mthly

Maybe

2018

Mthly

2018

Control

Control

Control

Group

Group

Group

Would you be prepared
1

to pay a bit more for your

8%

14%

56%

16%

36%

70%

power if it meant fewer
power cuts?

27

Available at: www.welectricity.co.nz/disclosures/pricing/2020
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Yes
No.

Question

Mthly

No

2018

Mthly

Maybe

2018

Mthly

2018

Control

Control

Control

Group

Group

Group

Would you be prepared
to have slightly more
2

power cuts if it meant
prices

were

a

7%

9%

78%

68%

15%

23%

46%

10%

20%

10%

34%

80%

bit

cheaper?

Would you be prepared
to pay $2 on top of your
monthly electricity bill if it
3

meant

that

Wellington

region

the
was

better prepared for a
major natural disaster?
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8.7

Proportion of target revenue by price component

Clause 2.4.3(8) of the ID Determination 2012 requires that the proportion of target revenue collected through each price component is noted. This is shown for the
regulatory year 1 April 2020 to 31 March 2021 below.
Figure 17 – Proportion of target revenue by price component

Consumer group

Residential low user
Residential standard user
General low voltage
General low voltage
General low voltage
General low voltage
General low voltage
General transformer
General transformer
General transformer
General transformer
General transformer
General transformer
Unmetered - non-street lighting
Unmetered - street lighting
Non-standard Contracts
Total network revenue

Consumer
plan
code
RLU
RSU
GLV15
GLV69
GLV138
GLV300
GLV1500
GTX15
GTX69
GTX138
GTX300
GTX1500
GTX1501
G001
G002
IC

Fixed
(FIXD)
per day
$
5,094,421
20,264,588
974,679
4,666,348
1,046,181
1,339,732
2,060,256
338
8,083
40,256
333,638
1,897,851
652
20,942
3,250,095
40,998,059

Demand
(DAMD)
kVA/month
$

Capactiy
(CAPY)
kVA/day
$
-

2,722,430
-

-

5,395,592
-

1,029,190
827,875
-

8,118,021

1,857,066

On-pk demand
(DOPC)
kW/month
$
-

Pwr factor
(PWRF)
kVAr/month
$

Uncontrolled
(24UC)
kWh
$
-

4,076,415
-

184,115
-

20,943,485
14,549,435
2,064,817
9,896,023
2,020,288
1,613,259
967,632
1,869
15,180
85,579
693,816
1,960,191
212,359
615,762
-

4,076,415

184,115

55,639,695

Night
(NITE)
kWh
$

Controlled
(CTRL)
kWh
$

40,735
65,222
-

824,223
458,423
-

105,957

1,282,645
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Consumer group

Residential low user
Residential standard user
General low voltage
General low voltage
General low voltage
General low voltage
General low voltage
General transformer
General transformer
General transformer
General transformer
General transformer
General transformer
Unmetered - non-street lighting
Unmetered - street lighting
Non-standard Contracts
Total network revenue

Consumer
plan
code
RLU
RSU
GLV15
GLV69
GLV138
GLV300
GLV1500
GTX15
GTX69
GTX138
GTX300
GTX1500
GTX1501
G001
G002
IC

All-inclusive
(AICO)
kWh
$
16,660,778
10,569,380
-

Peak uncontrolled
(P-24UC)
kWh
$
657,949
505,403
-

Off-peak
uncontrolled
(OP-24UC)
kWh
$
949,926
592,990
-

Peak all-inclusive
(P-AICO)
kWh
$
576,360
438,201
-

Off-peak allinclusive
(OP-AICO)
kWh
$
703,529
359,284
-

27,230,158

1,163,352

1,542,916

1,014,561

1,062,813

Total
revenue
regulatory year

Non-standard
contracts
(IC)
$
1,935,754
1,935,754

$
46,451,405
47,802,925
3,039,496
14,562,371
3,066,469
2,952,991
5,750,318
2,207
23,262
125,835
1,027,454
10,282,824
5,301,416
636,704
3,250,095
1,935,754
146,211,527
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9 Appendix A: Pricing Methodology
Disclosure Requirements
2.4.1

-

Information

Every EDB must publicly disclose, before the start of each disclosure year, a pricing
methodology which(1)

Describes the methodology, in accordance with clause 2.4.3 below, used to calculate the
prices payable or to be payable;

(2)

Describes any changes in prices and target revenues;

(3)

Explains, in accordance with clause 2.4.5 below, the approach taken with respect to
pricing in non-standard contracts and distributed generation (if any);

(4)

Explains whether, and if so how, the EDB has sought the views of consumers, including
their expectations in terms of price and quality, and reflected those views in calculating the
prices payable or to be payable. If the EDB has not sought the views of consumers, the
reasons for not doing so must be disclosed.

2.4.2

Any change in the pricing methodology or adoption of a different pricing methodology, must be
publicly disclosed at least 20 working days before prices determined in accordance with the
change or the different pricing methodology take effect.

2.4.3

Every disclosure under clause 2.4.1 above must(1)

Include sufficient information and commentary to enable interested persons to understand
how prices were set for each consumer group, including the assumptions and statistics
used to determine prices for each consumer group;

(2)

Demonstrate the extent to which the pricing methodology is consistent with the pricing
principles and explain the reasons for any inconsistency between the pricing methodology
and the pricing principles;

(3)

State the target revenue expected to be collected for the disclosure year to which the
pricing methodology applies;

(4)

Where applicable, identify the key components of target revenue required to cover the
costs and return on investment associated with the EDB’s provision of electricity lines
services. Disclosure must include the numerical value of each of the components;

(5)

State the consumer groups for whom prices have been set, and describe(a) the rationale for grouping consumers in this way;
(b) the method and the criteria used by the EDB to allocate consumers to each of the
consumer groups;
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(6)

If prices have changed from prices disclosed for the immediately preceding disclosure
year, explain the reasons for changes, and quantify the difference in respect of each of
those reasons;

(7)

Where applicable, describe the method used by the EDB to allocate the target revenue
among consumer groups, including the numerical values of the target revenue allocated to
each consumer group, and the rationale for allocating it in this way;

(8)

State the proportion of target revenue (if applicable) that is collected through each price
component as publicly disclosed under clause 2.4.18.

2.4.4

Every disclosure under clause 2.4.1 above must, if the EDB has a pricing strategy(1)

Explain the pricing strategy for the next 5 disclosure years (or as close to 5 years as the
pricing strategy allows), including the current disclosure year for which prices are set;

(2)

Explain how and why prices for each consumer group are expected to change as a result
of the pricing strategy;

(3)

If the pricing strategy has changed from the preceding disclosure year, identify the
changes and explain the reasons for the changes.

2.4.5

Every disclosure under clause 2.4.1 above must(1)

Describe the approach to setting prices for non-standard contracts, including(a) the extent of non-standard contract use, including the number of ICPs represented by
non-standard contracts and the value of target revenue expected to be collected from
consumers subject to non-standard contracts;
(b) how the EDB determines whether to use a non-standard contract, including any criteria
used;
(c) any specific criteria or methodology used for determining prices for consumers subject
to non-standard contracts and the extent to which these criteria or that methodology are
consistent with the pricing principles;

(2)

Describe the EDB’s obligations and responsibilities (if any) to consumers subject to nonstandard contracts in the event that the supply of electricity lines services to the consumer
is interrupted. This description must explain(a) the extent of the differences in the relevant terms between standard contracts and nonstandard contracts;
(b) any implications of this approach for determining prices for consumers subject to nonstandard contracts;
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(3)

Describe the EDB’s approach to developing prices for electricity distribution services
provided to consumers that own distributed generation, including any payments made by
the EDB to the owner of any distributed generation, and including the(a) prices; and
(b) value, structure and rationale for any payments to the owner of the distributed
generation.
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10 Appendix B: Consistency with Pricing Principles
The Electricity Authority’s Pricing Principles have been updated and provided in “Distribution Pricing:
Practice Note” August 2019. WELL understands that the Pricing Principles consist of well accepted, high
level principles and were introduced on a voluntary compliance basis.

Pricing Principle (a) (i)
(a) Prices are to signal the economic costs of service provision, including by:
(i) i. being subsidy free (equal to or greater than avoidable costs, and less than or equal to
stand-alone costs);

As demonstrated in Figure 18, the revenue for each consumer group is within the subsidy free range
established by stand-alone (SAC) and avoidable costs (AC). Figure 19 provides a more detailed
comparison of the AC and prices for the Residential and Small Commercial customer groups as the scale
provided in Figure 18 makes a clear comparison difficult.
Figure 18 - Comparison of avoided costs, stand-alone costs, and prices by consumer group28
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Figure 19 - Comparison of avoided costs and prices for the Residential and Small Commercial customer
groups
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Definition of stand-alone and incremental cost
WELL’s definition of stand-alone cost and incremental cost is as follows:
Stand-alone cost (SAC): considers the costs that a consumer would face to supply their energy needs
from alternative energy sources. This represents the cost of going ‘off-grid’ or bypassing the network. The
Electricity Authority’s pricing principles practice note (the Guidance) suggests that SAC should be
estimated with reference to micro grid schemes under which a group of consumers share energy
resources.
Prices above stand-alone cost could not be sustained due to threat of competing energy sources, and may
create the possibility of inefficient bypass of the network. That is, consumers would be better off
disconnecting from the electricity network and taking up the alternative energy solution where total
electricity charges exceed SAC. This is inefficient as WELL’s average unit cost to operate the network will
increase for the remaining consumers, which may potentially further distort network usage. It is therefore
better to discount prices below SAC in order to retain those consumers that are at risk of bypass.
To estimate SAC we have investigated micro-grid schemes under which consumers generate and store
their own electricity and use LPG substitutes to create a hypothetical standalone network. We note that
there are few real world off-grid micro-grid schemes in New Zealand. However, using publicly available
information we were able to design and cost a hypothetical micro-grid that might be capable of supplying a
subdivision or business park grouping of consumers. Our research suggests that the most common and
economic off-grid solution would use a combination of solar PV, batteries, backup diesel generation, and
LPG.
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Avoidable costs: the avoidable cost for a consumer group is the cost that can be avoided, should the
distribution business no longer serve that consumer group (whilst still supplying all other remaining groups).
If a consumer group were to be charged below its avoidable cost, it would be economically beneficial for
the business to stop supplying that consumer group as revenue obtained from the consumer would not
cover these costs. Further, where avoidable costs are higher than revenue recovered, the associated price
levels may also result in inefficient levels of consumption.
The avoidable costs associated with each of the consumer groups were derived by estimating how short
term costs reduce if a specific consumer group is no longer supplied. Consistent with the guidance,
avoidable costs include short-term variable cash costs, such as repairs and maintenance, billing and
customer service costs, and transmission charges. Network asset costs are excluded as they are fixed in
nature and are not avoided if a consumer group disconnected from the network.

(ii)

reflecting the impacts of network use on economic costs, and

Pricing structures are economically efficient where they assist to efficiently signal the economic costs of
servicing different network usage profiles. WELL’s prices are initially based on building block allowable
revenues under Part 4 regulation, reflecting key network investment and operating costs. WELL then
considers the drivers of customer usage to develop prices for each customer group. WELL’s pricing has
regard to the economic cost of using existing network capacity and to the cost of future capacity, as follows:
Time of Use (TOU) Charges: From 1 April 2020, Wellington Electricity will implement TOU pricing options
for Residential consumers. These pricing structures incentivise efficient use of peak network capacity and
signal the cost of investing in new capacity by charging a higher price during periods when the network is
typically congested and a lower price during off-peak periods.
Demand (kW): The demand charge applied to GTX1500 and GTX1501 pricing plans provides a price
signal by incentivising larger consumers to reduce their demand at high network congestion periods. Our
current cost of supply model also allocates network and transmission related costs by each consumer
group’s contribution to demand.
Night boost: The night boost pricing option (‘NITE’) applies to separately metered and permanently wired
appliances, such as night store heaters, which are switched on and off at specific times. This controlled
option will be switched on during the off-peak night period (11pm to 7am) and for a minimum “boost period”
during the day of two hours generally between 1pm and 3pm. This incentivises consumers who have
invested in these heating options to use these loads during off-peak periods.
Load Management: Wellington Electricity provides lower prices to consumers that offer up dedicated
controllable loads (e.g. electric hot-water cylinders). This lower price signals to consumers the cost savings
associated with shifting consumption away from network peaks or other congestion periods (e.g. during
outages).
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Use of LV and HV assets: All pricing categories disaggregate consumers by their use of LV and HV
assets. Our cost of supply model also only allocates LV costs to consumer groups that use these assets
aligning use of these assets to network pricing.
WELL does not specifically factor circuit length into prices. The relatively compact and interconnected
nature of our network makes this difficult to apply in practice.
Dedicated equipment: The GTX pricing group distinguishes the distinct costs associated with providing
dedicated transformers, as well as recognises that these consumers do not typically use LV circuit assets.
This is also reflected in our cost of supply model which allocates a higher proportion of transformer costs
direct to the GTX group.
Connection capacity: kVA bands are applied across our general pricing groups to reflect differences in
installed connection capacity. This typically reflects differences in the usage of different sizes of
transformers and circuit voltage capacity.
Power factor charge: To encourage power factor management, a power factor charge is applied to
General Transformer Connections greater than 1500 kVA (GTX1501) who fail to correct inductive loads.
This signals to the consumer the need to manage power factor to optimise network capacity and quality of
supply.
Streetlights: Separate streetlight charges seek to directly recover the cost of streetlight assets and
maintenance.
Connection costs: Differences in connection costs are recognised through fixed daily charges, capacity
bandings, and capital contributions for new connections.
Looking forward: WELL’s Future Pricing Roadmap summarises the changes WELL expects to make to its
pricing in the future. WELL implemented ToU pricing initially for EVB customers from 1 July 2018 and
expanded it to include all residential customers in 2019. WELL continues to investigate efficient pricing
options and is considering efficient prices for small commercial customers and prices for managing EV
charging.

(iii)

reflecting differences in network service provided to (or by) consumers;

WELL’s pricing reflects different network service offerings that account for price and quality trade-offs,
asset usage requirements, and consumption preferences. Specific examples of consumer service
preferences that are catered for in our pricing are also discussed above and include:


Time of Use and Night Boost prices: Time reflective cost reflective prices reflect consumer
preferences over when they use the network.
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Firmness of supply: Consumers can offer up interruptible hot water load in exchange for a
discount on prices. Specific reliability requirement can also be negotiated as part of our network
connections policy.



Connection capacity:

The different pricing categories reflect a range of connection sizes

reflecting different customer requirements.


Dedicated equipment: WELL pricing and connections policy provides customers with the option
of being provided with dedicated equipment. Dedicated transformers are provided under GTX
pricing.

WELL also provides a range of dedicated equipment using direct agreements with

customers.


Non-standard terms: Large industrial connections with atypical seasonal or daily load profiles are
also offered non-standard terms to better meet their preferences for fixed of variable pricing or
asset charges.

(iv)

encouraging efficient network alternatives;

Network pricing should encourage efficient investments in alternatives to traditional transmission or
distribution network supply (including demand response). Network alternatives include distributed
generation (e.g. Solar PV, wind, hydro), storage, interruptible demand, and demand management. As
discussed in Principle (a) (i) above, our prices are less than stand-alone cost for all consumer groups so
are therefore likely to discourage inefficient investment in off-grid alternative energy solutions. In addition,
many features of our pricing structures (e.g. ToU, NITE, Controlled, and demand pricing) encourage
investments in on-grid network alternatives where these alleviate network demand constraints:


Investments in distributed generation are encouraged where generation coincides with peak
periods. Solar PV, for example, is typically not as encouraged under new ToU pricing structures as
it does not generate in the early evening in winter when the network is most constrained. The
adoption of ToU pricing is the first move away from anytime consumption based prices that are
seen to inefficiently encourage solar PV investments.



Battery storage is encouraged under the pricing structures by incentivising storage (including from
solar) during off-peak periods for release during peak periods.



Similarly, ToU, NITE and controlled prices encourage consumers to manage their discretionary
demand by using appliances and equipment, such as heating or dishwashers, during off-peak
periods or by offering up interruptible loads.

b) Where prices that signal economic costs would under-recover target revenues, the shortfall should
be made up by prices that least distort network use.
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This principle is based on the economic concept of “Ramsey Pricing” which asserts that it is economically
efficient to first set prices to signal future economic costs. Where these prices result in a short-fall of
revenue, this short fall should be recovered by a pricing mechanism that least distorts network usage.
In practice, non-distortionary charges are likely to target consumers that demand a service the most or
which are less likely to change their usage behaviour due to a price change. A challenge with this approach
is it can be difficult to identify consumers based on willingness to pay due to lack of information on price
elasticities (i.e. a measure of willingness to pay) specific to different consumer groups in the New Zealand
electricity sector.
We are still investigating how this principle could be applied and what changes we would need to make to
our pricing. Our initial thinking is that our demand and ToU based pricing will signal the future cost of
investing in network capacity, with residual costs recovered through a broad based charge. We are also still
awaiting the potential policy and regulatory outcomes of the Electricity Pricing Review before making
significant changes to pricing to align to this principle.
c) Prices should be responsive to the requirements and circumstances of end users by allowing
negotiation to:
i.

reflect the economic value of services; and

As noted above, prices above stand-alone cost could not be sustained in a competitive market and may
result in inefficient bypass of the existing infrastructure. As WELL’s prices are below the stand-alone costs,
bypassing the network is discouraged suggesting that the prices reflect the economic value of services.
However, we are open to considering non-standard arrangements for large connections that may be prone
to bypass to the gas or electricity transmission network.
i.

enable price/quality trade-offs

Price/quality trade-offs are reflected through different service and asset level offerings affecting firmness of
supply, reliability and connection capacity:


Uncontrolled pricing plans have higher prices recognising the higher willingness to pay for
consumers that do not want their hot-water load interrupted.



ToU and NITE prices are targeted to consumers that are willing to shift their demand to the offpeak.



Demand pricing and kVA bands allow consumers to self-select the capacity service they require,
consistent with their willingness to pay.
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WELL’s connections policy enables non-standard connection or assets to be recovered through
capital contributions. For example, higher security of supply through multiple levels of redundancy
can be recovered through these contributions at the time of connection.



Large general connections can choose between sharing a distribution transformer on the GLV
group or, having their own dedicated transformer on the GTX pricing group. This reflects consumer
preferences over security of supply.

WELL has committed to standard pricing categories for most consumers. However, non-standard pricing
structures can be agreed by negotiation for large industrial connections. This policy seeks to balance the
need for non-standard pricing arrangements with the need to reduce transaction costs for retailers and
consumers.
(d) Development of prices should be transparent and have regard to transaction costs, consumer
impacts, and uptake incentives.

Our pricing methodology and annual price changes are transparently published on our website. These
disclosures are designed to provide all the relevant information that consumers and retailers need in order
to understand how prices are set. The level of aggregate prices has been set within the constraints of the
CPP determination which is set and overseen by the Commerce Commission.
We also seek to signal changes in prices in our pricing strategy and the impact of price changes on
different consumer groups. We have sought to reduce retailer transaction costs by developing pricing to
reflect standard consumer profiles and connection characteristics, where possible. New ToU pricing, in
particular, has been developed to try to align to ToU structures that other EDBs are adopting, thereby
reducing transaction costs for retailers.
WELL seeks to limit transaction costs arising from its network charges, by limiting the complexity of
charges and structures and the number of charging parameters within each charge. However, economic
efficiency criteria are weighted more highly.
WELL applies the same charging structure to all retailers, excluding any non-standard contracts. A
separate contractual agreement is negotiated with non-standard consumers as they have unusual
connection characteristics making the tariff structure to all retailers inappropriate.
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11 Appendix C – Directors’ Certification
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